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NAOS Finance

Project NAOS Finance

Token NAOS

Total Supply 300,000,000

Industry Lending

Team Size 10-20

Official Web https://naos.finance/

Whitepaper https://naosfinance.gitbook.io/naos-finance/

GitHub Link https://github.com/NAOS-Finance

Discord https://discord.com/invite/rRaPwCVTaA

Medium https://medium.com/naos-finance

Twitter https://twitter.com/naos_finance

Telegram https://t.me/naos_finance

Explorer

https://etherscan.io/token/
0x4a615bb7166210cce20e6642a6f8fb5d4d044496 

https://bscscan.com/address/
0x758d08864fb6cce3062667225ca10b8f00496cc2

Audit by Quantstamp

Investors

Coinbase Ventures, Huobi Ventures, OKEx 
Blockdream Ventures, MXC, Mechanism Capital, 
Spartan, Lemniscop, CMS, Hashkey Capital, Maven 
11 Capital, GBV, Incuba Alpha, Collider Ventures, 
DeFi Alliance, Morningstar Ventures, Youbi Capital, 
Sora Ventures, A&T Capital, AU21 Capital, 
Crypto.com Capital, SNZ, Genblock Capital, 
Waterdrip Capital, Hotbit, Primitive, GBIC, 
Polkastarter, Hashglobal

Competitors Centrifuge, Maker, Teller, Goldfinch, ARCx, etc.
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NAOS Finance is an on-chain lending protocol based on real-world assets. By cooperating 
with third parties in the real world, users can use real assets as collateral to obtain loans of 
fiat which is converted from stable coins. NAOS Protocol consists of two sub-protocols, 
NAOS Formation and NAOS Galaxy.  

Among them, NAOS Formation is a future-yield-backed synthetic asset protocol with 3 
components: Vault, Transmuter and Staking Pool.  

Vault: Vault is the module for future-yield lending. After users deposit their DAI in the vault, 
they can obtain their future yield in the form of synthetic stable coin nUSD. The collateral 
ratio is 200%, which means that the max borrowable value of nUSD equals half of deposited 
assets generally. Users’ deposits will be staked on yearn.finance for DAI yield farming, and 
the farming profits will be used for paying users’ debts. On this basis, users can choose 
withdraw some deposits or borrow more nUSD to keep the collateral ratio. As of Nov 4, 
2021, the yield APY is 6.76%, while the amount of nUSD has exceeded $9m.  

Transmuter: Transmuter is the module for converting nUSD to DAI gradually when users 
borrow nUSD from Formation. These DAI can be used to pay debts. Users can also 
withdraw the remaining nUSD and transmuted DAI at any time. 

Staking Pool: NAOS Finance provides 5 staking pools on Ethereum and BSC to attract 
liquidity for NAOS and nUSD, including NAOS single staking pool, NAOS/ETH LP Pool, 
NAOS/ETH SLP Pool, nUSD/3CRV Pool and NAOS/BNB LP Pool.  Liquidity mining rewards 
will be paid back to LPs in the form of NAOS. 

‣ Structure of NAOS Formation 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight 
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

Chain Pools TVL APY

Ethereum NAOS Pool $9,850,611 10.07%

Ethereum NAOS/ETH LP Pool $2,377,303 51.79%

Ethereum NAOS/ETH SLP Pool $196.378 11.81%

Ethereum nUSD/3CRV Pool $7,519,363 42.18%

BSC NAOS/BNB LP Pool $1,329,839 91.77%

In addition, NAOS Finance has reached cooperation with several projects, such as lending 
protocols MakerDAO and dForce, oracle provider Chainlink, IOT data provider IoTeX, 
insurance protocol Tidal Finance and on-chain contract notarization provider EthSign. 

2021-Q4 

Galaxy mainnet launch and 
integration with Formation 

mainnet. Complete first loan cycle.

2022-Q1 

Complete mainnet integration 
with Chainlink. Scale real-world 
asset lending. Multi-currency 

product testnet launch. 

2022-Q2 

Scale real-world asset 
lending to $100-200m. 
Multi-currency product 

mainnet launch.  

2022-Q3 

Scale real-world asset lending to 
$300-500m. Launch NAOS Credit 

Scoring product and Flexible 
Saving Accounts testnet. 

2022-Q4 

Scale real-world asset 
lending to $600-1000m. 
Monetize NAOS Credit 

Scoring product and expand 
supported asset classes. 

NAOS Galaxy is the lending protocol based on real-world assets. It has a lending pool 
(“Alpha pool”) for making loans and an insurance fund pool ( the “Beta pool” ) for paying 
the loss of lending pool. Alpha pool accepts stable coins, and only liquidity providers (LPs) 
with KYC and eligible, while Beta pool has no KYC requirement and accepts nUSD only. As 
“compensation” for taking risks, LPs of the Beta pool will receive higher yields. If borrowers 
defaults on their debts or borrowers’ loan are liquidated, the Beta pool will pay the loss of 
Alpha pool with nUSD, while the principal remains untouched and continues to earn yields 
to pay down the nUSD loan. 

As of Nov 4, 2021, NAOS Formation is in stable operation on Ethereum and BSC network, 
and its V2 version is expected to be audited completely at the end of November. NAOS 
Galaxy is still in the testing phase and is expected to be officially launched at the end of 
November. NAOS Formation has provided complete functionality on Ethereum, including 
vault, transmute and farming, but for BSC, only farming is available currently. The NAOS 
formation pools operating on Ethereum and BSC are shown as follows. 

‣ Performance of NAOS Formation Pools 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight, 2021.11.4

‣ Roadmap of NAOS Finance 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight
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02.  
TEAM ANALYSIS   

According to the disclosure of the project, NAOS 
Finance currently has a team consisting of 10-20 
members and 60% of them are engineers. The core team 
is based in Taiwan, China,  while other members work in 
North America, Southeast Asia, and mainland China. The 
core technical personnel of the team generally have 
more than 4 years of development and operating 
experience in the blockchain field.

5

Kevin Tseng 
Founder

Kevin is the founder of NAOS Finance. After graduating from the 
University of Pennsylvania, Kevin worked at Merrill Lynch and then led 
strategic investment at Walt Disney, Alibaba Group and Fusun Group for 
more than 10 years. He also founded and exited several tech startups 
including Foodpanda (acquired by Delivery Hero), Zalora (acquired by 
Central Group) and Groupon China (acquired by Tencent Holdings). 

Market
11%

Operation
26%

Tech
63%

‣ Team Structure of NAOS Finance 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight

2.1 Team Members

In addition to the main team, NAOS Finance also has a four-person advisory team. The 
advisory team includes Josh and Matt, the co-founders of Origin Protocol, TN, the co-
founder of Pendle Finance, and David, the CEO of Wintec Industries. Most of the members 
of the advisory team have more than 4 years of blockchain industry experience and more 
than 10 years of experience in the computer science industry.

2.2 Investors 
In 2021, NAOS Finance received no less than 2 rounds of financing, but some financing 
information was not disclosed. The specific investors and financing information is shown in 
the table below. 

‣ Investors and Financing Information 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight

Round Total Amount Date Investors

Seed Funding 
Round

Undisclosed Mar 2021 Mechanism Capital, The Spartan Group, SNZ, etc.

2nd Round $5.1m Apr 2021
Mechanism Capital, The Spartan Group, Huobi 
Ventures, Lemniscop, CMS, Hashkey Capital, etc.

Undisclosed Undisclosed May 2021 Coinbase Ventures, etc.
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03.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

3.1 NAOS Finance Token Economy 
NAOS is the native token of NAOS Finance, with a maximum supply amount of 300m. The 
distribution of tokens is shown in the chart below. 

‣ NAOS Distribution Details 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight

22%

23%

25%

30%

Liquidity Incentive
Ecosystem Growth
Team and Advisors
Private and Public Sales

In the distribution of tokens, tokens used for liquidity incentives and economic system 
development accounted for more than half. Tokens in Ecosystem Growth are used for 
liquidity provisioning, marketing, community building, operations, product/tech 
developments, and partnership engagements. 

The vesting plan of tokens is shown as follows. 

‣ NAOS Vesting Plan Details 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight

Token Owner Vesting Plan

Team and Advisors Vest over 2 years with quarterly release

Private Sales
A small portion of their tokens unlocked after the liquidity bootstrapping 
event, with the vast majority of the token subjected to 1.5 year of quarterly 
vesting release

Ecosystem Growth 50% Vest immediately, and remaining unlock after 1 year
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

3.2 NAOS Performance Analysis 
According to TokenInsight, As of Nov 4, 2021, NAOS has been listed on 7 centralized 
exchanges (MEXC, Gate.io, BitMart, Hoo.com, etc.) and 3 decentralized exchanges 
(Uniswap V2, Sushiswap, PancakeSwap V2).  

From the perspective of price and trading volume, NAOS's trading volume is mainly 
concentrated in May and August, among which the trading volume after July is relatively 
intensive. NAOS's price once reached $3.44 at its peak at the mid of May and stabilized to 
around $1 at the beginning of Nov. 

‣ NAOS Price and Trading Volume Performance 
Source: CoinGecko, TokenInsight, 2021.11.4
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Currently, a total of 5,180 people hold NAOS and made more than 85,131 transactions on 
Ethereum and BSC chains. On Ethereum, more than 3/4 of the tokens are held by the 
NAOS Foundation Reserve, while on BSC, more than 1/3 of tokens are reserved in NAOS 
liquidity pools located on PancakeSwap. 

‣ NAOS Distribution on Different Chains 
Source: etherscan, bscscan; TokenInsight, 2021.11.4
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76.48%

NAOS Foundation Reserves
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Others

ETH

41.00%

6.39%

16.04%
36.56%

PancakeSwap V2: NAOS 5
0xa2e3bdae9569c89b13cd4407a87fd063253b84f8
0x0ed09e5ba45b62bfbc92c7b17b0ff8595a1865dc
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04.  
PUBLIC SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS   
NAOS Finance is relatively good in community operations. As of Nov 4, 2021, its Twitter 
followers have exceeded 34,000 followers and are still growing. Their Telegram community 
has nearly 21k members, and the Discord community has more than 2.3k followers.  

The project team’s Twitter is updated on average every 2-3 days, and project updates are 
synchronized on time. Their Medium is updated on average once a week. 

In addition, NAOS Finance is also actively expanding its user community. In Sept, they 
started updating project information on the WeChat official account. As of Nov 4, NAOS 
Finance has established several Chinese and English communities on multiple platforms 
such as Telegram. 

‣ Number of Followers on NAOS Finance Social Platforms 
 Source: NAOS Finance, TokenInsight, 2021.11.4

No Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 34,997

2 Telegram 20,776

3 Discord 2,336

4 Reddit 310
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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